THE SEVEN MINUTE
SURVIVAL PREP PLAN
After much thought and pondering about the threats to American safety,
we came up with three major categories of scenarios that we all should be
prepared for:
•

NATURAL DISASTERS – Science based evidence
continues to show that we are living in an era of extreme
climatic change. In fact, NASA has reported that the last

•

3 years (2014-2016) have been the hottest in recorded
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human history.
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DOMESTIC TERRORISM – Sandy Hook, Boston
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Bombers, Orlando Night Club… It seems we can’t turn
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on the news these days without hearing about a mad
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gunman. These savage attack have and will continue to

ƓƓ 10 Ways To Acquire Equipment On A Budget

take the lives of innocent men, women, and children.

ƓƓ 10 Ways To Feed Yourself

Unfortunately, this trend doesn’t seem to be slowing
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down.
•
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FOREIGN ATTACKS – Since the election, we have
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gotten into political quarrels with Iran, China, and Russia

ƓƓ Saving Money On Your Preps

causing all of them to mobilize their military and publicly

ƓƓ Stocking The Big 3

conduct weapon tests. The recently implemented travel
ban has made us a target of radical Islam.

ƓƓ Emergency Storage
ƓƓ The first 15 minutes

This plan for preparation will help you navigate the obstacles

ƓƓ Easy Checklist

of trying to survive in the chaos of disaster by taking you
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through some basic steps of survival and then helping you
devise a plan that will work best suit you and your loved
ones.
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ƓƓ Identifying Kinks In Your Plan
ƓƓ Conclusion

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES
EARLY INFO

A century ago disaster would strike without warning. Luckily, we live in the
information age. It is up to us to take advantage of technology to get necessary
and lifesaving information as soon as possible.

News reports of Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy

Taking advantage of the early info and having

warned of their dangers days in advance, giving

a plan in place will allow you to act quickly and

people ample time to prepare. People can now

with confidence in order to, hopefully, save you

have weather and breaking news alerts delivered

and your loved ones. Use technology to provide

to the cell phones and/or email accounts. Every

critical info as much as you possibly can.

second counts. The sooner you get the info, the
further ahead of the crowd you are…
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TOP 10 EVENTS AMERICANS
SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR

The isolation and relative safety of North America can make you grow complacent,
but make no mistake, the potential of disaster striking does still exist. This is a Top
10 list and is not in any particular order. However, please do not forget to plan for
other personal or minor disasters that could still happen daily.

Y

our location does not make you immune
to disaster, El Nina and El Nino have
caused many disasters to occur in areas

they normally do not. I am sure you have seen
the devastated and shocked community member

on the news saying, “This has never happened
around here before. We had no idea it was
possible.”

HURRICANE

escaping a hurricane can lead to chaos and

No matter where you live in the U.S. you can be

pandemonium as major highways and travel

affected by a hurricane. Even if you avoid the

routes are shut down or gridlocked.

immediate effects of a Katrina or Sandy, you may
have to deal with rain or flooding if the storm
moves inland.

FLOOD
Some regions have predictable and seasonal
floods. The citizens of these areas are well

Hurricanes do not only effect the coasts. The

equipped to deal with them. However, many

effects of Hurricane Sandy and Katrina were felt

places have flash flooded with little to no warning.

hundreds of miles inland due to heavy rains and

Years of droughts in California and Texas have

flooding. The overflow of people escaping the

recently been followed by devastating floods.

storms cannot and should not be underestimated

Floods that stranded people in their homes for

either.

days and that people were caught off guard by.

The inland flooding and overflow of people

If a flood hit your area, would you be able to
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save valued items such as photographs and
heirlooms? Important legal documents? Would
you be prepared for your family to survive several
days of being stranded?

BLIZZARD
Blizzards occur every year, but some like the
“Snowzilla” that dumped 3 feet of snow in 36
hours or the Great Lakes Blizzard of 1978 will be

FIRE

remembered for being especially devastating.

Fires, whether they are residential or wildfires

Often these blizzards turn out to be much strong

happen in the dry western summers wipe out

than anticipated and strand millions in their

thousands of homes every year. Many of you

homes, or worse, their cars.

probably heard about the massive wildfire we

TORNADO

had just outside of Austin a couple years ago that
burned down over 500 homes and 25,000 acres…
and that doesn’t include the residual affects
of the smoke and dust that settled over the
surrounding areas.
Wildfires have wreaked havoc across the country
in recent years. The western United States

Tornadoes are a regular occurrence in many parts
of the country. However, tornadoes are beginning
to be felt in areas they normally do not occur
with alarming regularity now. Recently, one tore
through the city New Orleans.

EARTHQUAKE

was hit especially hard. The dry summers and

Most everyone who lives in an active earthquake

abundance of dried vegetation led to record

zone has an action plan for when a quake strikes.

breaking numbers of acres burnt. The state of

But there are several faults around the country

Washington alone had over 1,000,000 acres burn

that do not have regular earthquakes, and a large

in the summer of 2015. The problem was so

quake on one of these faults could cause serious

severe that it cost the taxpayers over 278 million

problems.

dollars to combats. That does not include the

Most people know about the potential for major

loss of personal property or, sadly, lives.

earth quakes along the fault lines running
along the Pacific Rim. However, few know
about fault lines existing elsewhere, like in
the heartland. One such example is the New
Madrid Fault. Located between St. Louis and
Memphis, earthquakes hit with such force that
they were felt as far away as Washington D.C.,
even ringing church bells in Richmond. 200 years
later, the region is unprepared for earth quake
and the growing population could lead to utter
destruction.
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DROUGHT

SUPER VOLCANOS

It wasn’t long ago that America was crippled

Scientists have been warning about the potential

by the days of the dust bowl drought. Severe
droughts, often have a slower impact than the
other major event caused by mother nature.
With that said, they tend to have a wide spread
economic effect. As lakes dry up and rivers slow
to a trickle, water becomes highly regulated and
too costly for the average consumer.

apocalyptic outcome of the Yellowstone super
volcano. They have ramped up their warnings as
the number of seismic events have increase in
the area.
Six known super volcanoes exist worldwide, of
which, three are located in North America. They

TERRORIST ATTACK

are (the previously mentioned) Yellowstone

The whole premise of a terrorist act is to strike

Caldera, Valles Caldera in New Mexico, and the

where most people feel secure, thus promoting
the desired terror in the population. Your home,
work, school, place you go for socializing are all
potential terrorist targets.
America has fell victim to terrorist attacks in

Long Valley Caldera in California.

EM PULSE (Man Made or
Naturally Occurring From Sun)
Our electrical infrastructure could be wiped out

the past. It seems our freedoms have place a

by an EMP (Electro Magnetic Pulse), the effects

bullseye on us as a nation. The recent travel ban

of which could last for months or even years. A

has potentially stirred the hornet’s nest, so to

CME (Coronal Mass Ejection), a naturally occurring

speak. Terrorist attacks are designed to cause

event caused by the sun, could cause similarly

the most traumatizing effect and thus often occur

destructive results as the man-made EMP.

in places people feel the most secure. Your home,
neighborhood school, sporting event, workplace,

In 1859, solar flares known as the Carrington

doctor’s office, etc. are all potential areas they

Event were powerful enough to cause physical

may strategically attack.

damage to telegraph lines and shock telegraph
operators. Imagine the effects such an event
would have on today’s society.
Identifying potential dangers is an important
step in avoiding them. You may never be able to
fully prevent them, but with proper planning, you
can minimize the damage and destruction and
maximizing you and your loved ones chances in
times of adversity.
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REVIEW IF/THEN
SCENARIOS

The first step in planning is to ask yourself “IF this disaster happens?” Each
disaster “IF” should be followed by a “THEN I will…” answer…
The answer should not be “THEN I will go to store

anxiety riddled environment of empty and barren

and get supplies.” Over 90% of people are not

store shelves.

prepared for disasters. If over 90% of people are
unprepared and trying to buy supplies, what do
you think your chances of success are? Imagine
the chaos and pandemonium of that any people
flooding stores in an attempt to get the basic
necessities at the last minute.
“IF” you find yourself wanting in certain areas,
“THEN” you should immediately work on
improving them once identified. Your food,
water, security, and shelter need can actually be
taken care of well in advance through proper and
methodical planning.
This guide will assist your thinking through a
plan and thinking ahead so you can handle the
chaos an aftermath of a disaster in calm, cool,
and collected manner rather than in a panic and
7
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THREE MOST COSTLY
THINGS TO AVOID

Survival prep is an emerging retail market. This
emergence can lead to plenty of options but,
unfortunately, can lead to under-planning and/or
paying for the overpriced, poor quality items being
marketed to you. The price gouging can lead to you

to loss of your life or that of a love one.
The second costly thing to avoid is falling victim to
buying the most expensive, state of the art survival
equipment and not understand how to properly use it.

paying too much money, but the under planning or

This type of person thinks nothing of spending a

poor quality can lead to you or a loved one paying

couple grand on the latest “tac-ti-cool” sniper rifle, but

the ultimate price with their life.

then spends no time on the range or in the woods

Many people make the mistake of being narrow
minded or short sighted in the prepping. Too often
they only focus on one aspect of survival, like only
planning on stocking guns and ammo or only food.
For instance, many people think when disaster strikes
that they will just hire their guns and ammo out to
protect others… Or, even worse, just loot and pillage
their community or country side taking what they
want from those that don’t have munitions.

actually using it. Others will buy every bit of survival
gear recommended by the “experts” but then pack it
away. Many of these people will buy a pre-packaged
Bug Out Bag (BOB) or an off the shelf survival kit, and
the first time they open it is when they need it.
Far too many buy the new and improved just on
the market tactical equipment and then do not take
the time or effort to learn how to properly use it.
What good is a rifle if it is never taken to the range
or countryside for target practice. People tend to

What these mercenaries and/or pirates don’t realize

buy all the of the necessary equipment but then just

is that many people will be just as heavily armed and

toss it in a closet or crawl space. Even worse, they

have just as much to lose. It’s only a matter of time

will buy pre-assembled survival kits and bags and

before a larger group of mercenaries or pirates comes

have never open them until disaster strikes.

to take what they have.

The third most common mistake is learning a lot of

The people who only account for food are sure to

theoretical knowledge without accompanying it with

eventually fall victim to those marauding in the

any hands-on experience or skill building. Learning is

aftermath of disaster.

great, you should learn everything you can, but you

Both types of preppers lack the proper long term
vision and plan for survival. Neither accounts for
the everyday variables that present themselves
when someone is trying to survive in post-disaster
environments. Putting all your eggs in the
proverbial basket is never a good idea and can lead
8
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also need to test that knowledge by implementing it
in practice scenarios so you know what works best
for you. This may not seem costly initially, but it can
cost you the most in the end because you choose
your equipment and tactics based on what you have
read rather than what you truly need.

HOW TO SPOT
MONEY PITS

The easiest way to spot overprice equipment is if it has some expert’s name on it.

T

he most common and easily identifiable

a cheap nylon pack stuffed with a cheap first aid kit,

money pit to avoid is equipment

flashlight, rubber gloves, some sort of survival tool

endorsed by some famous expert.

like a whistle, compass, match safe combo.

Stamping someone’s name on a piece of
equipment often leads to a markup in price over
similar equipment with no such stamp.

Take knives, for example, I looked up a famous
reality show survival expert’s signature knife. I
found similar knives in shape and size for only
75% of the endorsed products price.
Some products don’t have an equivalent in price
and quality but it’s always a good idea to spend
time researching and identifying the products
that give you similar quality for a better price.
You are probably wondering if name brand
supplies worth it?
There are so many variables that the answer is
going to be one you have to answer based on
your needs, preferences, and budget.

If you are going to go the prepackaged or preassembled bags, make sure you get one that
leaves room to add equipment and supplies that
will meet more those just the most basic of needs
that the original contents will cover.
If you truly can’t afford decent equipment, all hope
is not lost. Native Americans survived thousands
of years on this continent without any gear other
than what they could make themselves. If you
learn some wilderness skills, any equipment you
have is a bonus that just makes things easier.
Do not fret if you cannot afford more than the
most basic equipment. Native Americans and
aboriginals have existed for millennia on this
continent armed with only what they could make
themselves. Learning these forgotten skills

The second money pit to avoid are pre-packaged or

will compensate for any lack of equipment and

pre-assembled Bug-Out-Bags. These seldom are to

enhance the effectiveness of that you do have.

the quality or value you could find if you took the
time to assemble your bag with similar components.
These kits are rarely meet more than your most basic
or generic needs and often do so with the poorest
quality/cheapest items. The worst ones start with
9
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If you do go the frugal route or skimp on quality,
it is imperative you test that equipment to make
sure it will actually meet survival standards when
survival is needed most.

TEN WAYS TO ACQUIRE
EQUIPMENT ON A BUDGET

Even if you can afford all the name brand equipment, saving money is never a bad idea.
Here are some tried and true methods to pick up supplies and equipment on a budget.

Barter/Trade
Trading items you no longer need or want for
items that will help with prep is a good way to not
spend money. Craigslist and other online forums
have special categories strictly for people looking
to make trades. Identifying other preppers in
your area and offering trades for something they

Never discount sweat equity. Often you can
barter your skills or physical labor for equipment
or supplies. Helping a farmer out in your spare
time can net you a source of bulk grains, eggs,
milk or some other item you can store or possibly
barter for something else. Use your imagination
and always be thinking outside the box

have in surplus is a good way to get supplies at a

Odd Jobs

discount. If you find an exceptional deal, buy it in

Odd jobs and side work can lead to acquiring

bulk and offer to trade it for items that are harder

thing people do not want or going to throw out.

for you to come across or acquire monetarily.

Construction sites can be gold mines for things

Many preppers are eager to and will go out of

like pallets, waste materials, etc. Pallets, for

their way to help someone just beginning their

example, are in high demand for people looking

survival preps.

to barter for home crafts, DIY projects, and/or
firewood.

Grocery Outlets
If you have a grocery outlet or salvage grocery
store near you, it will be well worth your time
to be a frequent visitor. You will not only save
money on your regular grocery bill, but will often
find non-perishable items that you can store for a
deep discount.
Name brands and quality products often find
their way to outlets and salvage grocery stores.
10
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What you will find varies from day to day; our
local store gets a wide variety of items. Often you
can find items that store well and are available to
buy in bulk.
I recommend that you taste test items before you
buy in bulk. No reason to be miserable forcing
down food you hate just because you found a
good deal.
Shop the discount bin at your regular local
grocery store, as well. You can save money buying
dented and discounted items. Use the money
you save at the grocery outlet and buying from
discount bins to reinvest into quality items to
stock in your storage.
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Floor And Demo Models

This is an effective strategy to acquire quality
equipment at a fraction of the cost. Often times
you can get top of the line products that are
literally as good as new. I bought my mother a
nice lawn mower employing this flood model
strategy and saved a few hundred dollars.
During snow/ice storms and power outages,
generators sell out in no time. After a recent
storm, my friend went to hardware store. There
he witnessed five or six men arguing with the
salesman over the last two boxed generators. My
friend simply walked over to the floor model and
sat next to it until dispute over the boxed ones
was settled. He left with the floor model while

the 3 men left empty handed since no one else

commonly found items at flea markets.

had thought to claim it.

Second Hand Stores

Hauling Services

Owning or access to a truck can net you extra
money and supplies. People will often pay you to
haul away their junk and unwanted items. A lot of
the time it is stuff that you can use to prep.
Items such as lanterns, stoves, wool blankets, and
tools are get hauled away more than people realize.
If you can’t use the items, a lot of times, you can take
the metal to a recycle and make money scrapping.
Lastly, be sure to check your local newspapers at
the end of each month. People moving will often
be giving things away that they just do not have
the time, energy, or means to move. Couches,
washers, and dryers are often given away to
save original owner the hassle. These items sell
quickly once you have acquired them.

Yard/Garage Sales

Yard sales are a good source of quality and
necessary items that are gently used and can be
as good as new. Plus, most neighborhoods have
multiple sells per weekend. You can even make a
prep item scavenger hunt game out of yard sales
with the family.
One thing most people don’t think about in regards
to yard sales is not everything sales. People often
just throw or give away the remnants of the sale.
If you are proactive and offer to haul away the left
overs, you can apply the same principles mention
in the hauling services section.

Flea Markets

Flea markets are popping up in more and more
places across the country. Preppers can find a wide
variety of necessary items and equipment. Flea
markets are a place you can make strategic value
buys in order to acquire items that you can barter
with. Quality knives and army surplus supplies are

12
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Reality TV shows like American Pickers and Storage
Wars have led to an increase in second hand
stores. These are excellent sources of staple
items like carbon steel knives, tools, or even gold
and silver items. Dehydrators and cast iron skillets
are also prevalent in this retail environment.
Second hand stores are an excellent source for
quality coats, boots, and other clothing items.
I found a pair of steel toe hiking boots that
appeared to only have been worn once or twice
and normally have a retail price of $140 for $8.

Ebay And Other Online Retailers

When a certain item is needed, I search Ebay
before going to any brick and mortar or other
online retailer. Ebay is an excellent and time
saving market to find the most particular or hard
to find items at a discount.

Dumpster Diving

This one sounds a little desperate, but don’t rule
this out. Stores often throw items away that have
minor cosmetic flaws but are functionally sound.
It could be a dented can or another minor
problem with the model. Whatever the reason,
you can’t beat the price!
Dumpster diving can become a fun hobby and
something you look at as a mini-adventure.
Grocery store dumpsters are obviously excellent
source of food; if you want equipment, check
out residential areas and apartment complexes
where people often throw away items because
it is easier than taking them to Goodwill, moving
them to new residence, or having a yard sale.
People throw away an amazing amount of good
things. I have found tools, furniture, books, food,
bicycles, ammunition and even money.

TEN WAYS TO
FEED YOURSELF

There will not be a single method of feeding yourself and your loved ones. It is best to
use and implement multiple methods, if not all, in order to assure essential sustenance.

HUNTING

catch but they won’t be drawn to the sound of a

This is the first strategy that crosses everyone’s

gunshot. Another huge advantage to fishing is

mind when they think of post-disaster survival. It

you can set up multiple fishing lines or nets to

is also the most romanticized.

catch fish while you are away doing other things.

Rural areas make this a much more viable strategy
for some. But most people live in areas with a
more concentrated population and this means
there will be many others out there competing
against you. If things get desperate enough,

EATING INSECTS
Insects are an excellent source of protein. As with
plants, make sure you can identify the edible ones.

TRAPPING

shooting to kill your dinner will lead people to your

Learning to use traps should be an essential skill

location. This could lead to them attacking you for

for you to learn. Trappers will have the same

you kill. I’m sure we all have seen similar scenarios

advantages as fishing when it comes to harvesting

play out on the nature channels.

land animals. Trappers use traps that allow them

FORAGING

to take animals and hold them while they are

Plants and weeds can provide you with the

elsewhere. Putting in a few traps and snares is

necessary nutrients for survival. Every prepper

a great idea. Just make sure you learn how to

should have a book that identifies the local flora.

before the need arises.

It is essential to be able to identify the plants that
are edible and then to distinguish them from the
plants that could make you sick or even kill you.

FISHING
Fishing is a quieter, and thus a safer alternative
to hunting. People could still try to steal your
13
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BIRD/REPTILE EGGS
Eggs are a wonderful food that provide protein
and a great source of energy. Taking eggs may
require climbing a tree but bird nests are often
easily visible. A bird nest full of eggs or clutch of
turtle eggs can save you.

BARTERING
The same principles apply here as with bartering
for equipment. Knowing and befriending a
farmer or those with a surplus of food is a great.
These people will be more willing to trade for
items they may need.

GROW A GARDEN
A garden can keep you and others well fed.
Granted, a good water source and space are
needed. You may even have to secure it from
intruders but will be well worth it. It would be
smart to identify areas that you could garden
in times of crisis. Also, you shouldn’t wait until
disaster hits to begin. You should be practicing
and perfecting your gardening skills now, even if
it is just an apartment window sill tomato plant.

URBAN FORAGING
Desperate times call for desperate measures. If
things get bad enough, abandoned city streets,
stores, and homes could make for an excellent
source of food. Be sure things are abandoned
enough that you don’t get shot for looting. Search
basements and other out of the way places that may
have been overlooked by people fleeing in a hurry.

RAISE LIVESTOCK
Rabbits are an excellent source of protein and do
not require much space. Three or four rabbits
could reproduce fast enough to supply you
with an adequate amount of meat, maybe even
enough to barter with other people. Chickens,
smaller breeds of pig, goats can all be raised with
relatively minimal amounts of space.
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FIVE BUNKER TYPES
TO BUILD OR USE

The word bunker can conjure up a wide variety of images in one’s mind. In this case, a
bunker is simply a safe place a person or persons can go in time of emergency and need.

BASEMENT BUNKER
In home basements are often the best place to

from the elements as well make an excellent bunk
for security.

make a fortified bunker area. In tornado-prone

ROOT CELLAR

areas, people know to head to the basement in

Farms often have old cellars used for storing

case of a warning. You can reinforce a dedicated

vegetables. Using the same fortification as the

corner of your basement to serve as your bunker.

in-home basement bunker would be a quick,

Putting in a few extra jack posts and some

affordable, and effective shelter.

plywood to help stop any flying debris is a cheap
and effective way to improve your safety.

UNDERGROUND HOUSE

CAR BUNKER
Not as permanent as the others, an old civil
defense pamphlet shows how to turn your car

If building a home with survival and prepping

into an quickly constructed nuclear bunker. After

as the goal, an underground home should be

parking the car, you excavate dirt from under the

strongly considered. They provide protection

car and pile it around the perimeter thus make
the car your roof.
You could also shelter in your car, idling the
engine to keep warm. Just be careful of carbon
monoxide poisoning, it could lead to death.

BURIED BUNKER
Shipping containers, buses, rv’s can all be buried
to make a quality bunker and living space. These
can become expensive but all that is really
required is time, effort and a shovel (preferably a
friend or rental back hoe to save time).
15
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#1 STORAGE
ITEM

A lot of people think the #1 storage item is toiler paper. There are news stories
about people who still have toilet paper left over from Y2K. They used it as
insulation in order to not run out.

O

bviously, the the best thing you can

•

Honeyville

store is dehydrated or freeze dried

•

Alpine Aire

•

Wise foods

food. Food dehydration doesn’t require

special storage requirements. Canning jars stake
up space and can break. Freezing food requires

Get It For Free

a constant electrical source.

I have gotten my share of “outdated” supplies for

In order to add variety to your dried foods, be

free. I always let it be known that I will take it off

sure to stock items such as flour, baking powder,

other people’s hands.

and eggs if possible.

If you have dumpster dived your local grocery store

Dehydrated And Freeze Dried Foods

you have probably seen countless fruits and veggies

Freeze dried foods can be bought in bulk and can

tossed inside. These are just fine for putting up.

decades. You can buy cans of basic fruits and
vegetables and use them to supplement what you
can find locally.
Dehydrated foods don’t last as long as freeze dried
foods do. One thing to be aware of, many commercial
dehydrated foods are treated with sulfites, which

Notorious fugitive Eric Rudolph would dumpster
dive at grocery stores for fruits and vegetables.
He would immediately dehydrate them and save
them for time when food was scarce.
This may be extreme, but sometime extreme is

some people have intolerance to. Be sure to check

needed to save money, time, or more importantly

labels to ensure the food meets your needs.

your life.

Some of the larger manufacturers of freeze

Making Your Own

dried foods are.

Investing in a quality dehydrator will allow you to save

•

Mountain House

money and give you the flexibility of creating your

•

Linden Farms
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own food source rather than rely on bought goods.

SIX PREPPING
MISTAKES TO AVOID

No prepper is perfect. Some are better and more prepared than others. But, there is
several mistakes that are commonly made, especially by beginners.
STORING FOOD YOU DON’T LIKE

BEING PREPARED FOR ONLY ONE DISASTER

For example, you buy a 50 can bulk of peas.
However, you never cook with them and no one
in your family would eat them even if you did. You
would obviously eat them out of necessity, but it
would only add to your stress level. This should be
taken into account when purchasing and planning.

Many of preps will overlap between the various
disasters. However, some preppers get fixated on
preparing for only the prevalent disaster in their
region. It is wise to make sure you have the basics
covered for all disasters before specializing on

Stress and shock effect kids and elderly people
differently in extreme circumstances. There have
been cases where they chose to starve rather
than eat food they did not like.
NOT MAKING SURE TO STOCK SPARE
EQUIPMENT
Two is one and one is none. It is always better to
make sure you have two of the essentials just in
case one get worn out, broken, lost, or stolen.

one predominantly.
BEING TOO RIGID
This is related to the previous point. You have to
be flexible and open to improvise. Sometimes no
matter well planned or practiced, you may need to
call an audible and change your strategy on the fly.
GETTING OVERWHELMED
People refuse to plan because they think the
disaster will kill everyone anyways. Do not let this
defeatist attitude creep into your planning and

NOT INDIVIDUALIZING AN EXPERTS ADVICE TO

stop you from completing your prepping goals.

FIT THE CONDITIONS OF YOUR HOME

Surely people with a poor attitude and lack or

Most prepping books will give you a list of supplies
you need in order to ensure your survival. My
philosophy, however, in my writing has always
been to get people thinking, planning, and
strategizing for themselves. I can give you a list of
general things you need to take into consideration
(and I will later) and these will give you a place to
start. But, they are just guidelines. Only you know
what is best for your home and situation.

planning will die, but they most like will suffer well
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before they reach the ultimate demise.
NOT PLANNING FOR A SAFE WATER SOURCE
Planning for water is of the utmost importance.
People get sick and die from poor water quality.
Make you have some sort of portable water filtration
system or an adequate source of clean water.

MONEY
SAVING PREP

Regardless of frugality or budget. It would
be wise to save money when and where you
can. Even the most frugal or budget conscience
person should be storing away at least $20 per
month for their rainy day fund.

STOCKING
THE BIG 3

FOOD, WATER, SHELTER BUDGET
If you have to crawl before you walk. If all you
can spare is $5 per week, spare it. $5 dollars can
but several cans of fruits/veggies, maybe even
a can or two of spam. If you stay committed,

RECYCLING

watch for deals, learn the best places to shop

Our society is distracted by the new and shiny

your bunker or emergency pantry will be stocked

items. When something breaks, we just simply

in no time.

throw it away and buy a new one.

Another great strategy is the “two for me, one for

Be sure to maintain and fix your current

you” method. For every two cans of an item you

items. The nickel and dime repair costs, while

buy for normal consumption, you stock at least

annoying, often are cheaper even after years of

one in your reserves.

maintenance than buying a new one would be.
TURN DOWN YOUR HEAT
Electricity and heat are often wasted. Its cheaper
to wear an extra layer of clothes and sleep under
an extra blanket than it is to keep the heater
cranked. Be sure to turn down the heat and never
leave an empty room with its light on. Every
penny saved counts.
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STORING FOR AN
EMERGENCY

Rubbermaid containers make excellent storage for preppers. They come
is all shapes and sizes. The different colors they come in make for easy
categorization and quick identification
Make sure you have a color coded specifically for
your bug out’s emergency evacuation. Being able
to easily identify it by color will save you critical
time and give you a foot up on the competition.
These should contain a variety of supplies meant
to keep you going while you are on the road to
your bug out location.
If space is limited, you can use your storage
containers as make shift furniture. You can
place your mattress and box springs on your
Rubbermaid storage or throw a table cloth over
them to make an impromptu coffee table.
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15 MINUTES
Q AND A

Time is of the essence. When dealing with a disaster you should ask yourself these
questions in the first 15 minutes to assess the situation and overcome the dangers
whether they are real or perceived.
Are we safe from immediate danger?
Assessing the the danger or threat is the first priority.
If you are still in harm’s way, moving yourself and/or

Make sure you know who is traveling in

family should move to top of your list.

what vehicle. Does every one cram into one

What is really occuring?
Shell shock or the fog of war can skew our view
and assessment of what is really happening. Be
sure you are diagnosing the reality of the situation.

Make a must call list?
There should be two categories on the must
call list. The lists should be made up of people
whose welfare you are responsible for and
another list of who could potentially provide
you assistance.

What if phones are not available?

vehicle, do you split the kids up with an adult in
different vehicles.

Are the potential shelters that can be used
temporarily?
It is best to identify any and all location along
your escape route that could be used as an
emergency shelter if needed.

Are any laws going to be broken and is it
necessary?
We always recommend staying within the law
when applicable. There may come a time you
will need to break a law to ensure you or your

Planning a way to communicate if conventional

family’s safety or survival. A prime example

methods are unavailable is a must.

would be the variance in “Open Carry” laws

What if evacuation is necessary?
This is where the implementation of the “if/then”
scenarios and bug out strategy comes into play.
21
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from state to state. You may deem it necessary
to publicly carry a weapon despite the law
clearly stating it is illegal.

EASY
CHECKLIST

Similar to the 15 minute question check list, here is a more basic and simplified list
to ask to assess your situation if you find yourself overwhelmed with the situation.
1. Are you physically safe?

secure days’ worth of extra water.

2. Do you have safe shelter?

Do you have food safely stored?

3. Do you have a clean water supply?

This includes such things as theft, fire or flood. Is
your stored food in jeopardy? Is your livestock (if

4. Do you have food safely stored?

you have any) safe?

5. Have you addressed the rule of 3’s?

Rule of Threes

Are you physically safe?

Ron Hood of Hoods Woods recommends his

Physical safety must be addressed first and

rule of threes to evaluate emergency and

foremost.

disaster scenarios. it’s a basic survival timeline of

Do you have safe shelter?

necessities.

Is there a threat to you shelter? Is it structurally

THE RULES ARE YOU CAN LIVE:

sound? Can you get there safely? Answer these

•

3 minutes without air

•

3 hours without shelter

Do you have a clean water supply?

•

3 days without water

Water is extremely important. You need to do

•

3 weeks without food

to make sure your shelter/bunker is safe and
inhabitable.

everything you can to make sure you have a
water supply. For example, if stuck in your house
you can fill the bath tubs and sinks with water to
22
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Most people don’t realize that you can survive
longer without food than you can without water.

7 MINUTE
PLANNING?

IDENTIFYING
KINKS IN THE PLAN

Spend 7 minutes addressing, evaluating, and

After your lists have been made and your plan is

planning for the following situations:

in place, you have to identify where any holes in

Take 7 minutes to identify any access a points that
might be vulnerable to a robber or intruder.
Take 7 minutes answering the “If/Then” scenarios
for each disaster.
Spend another 7 minutes checking food, water,
and equipment lists.

your efforts and planning may lie.
This would be the best time for your test or dry run.
If you plan to “bug out,” you should make sure the
whole family is present for the dry run. Your dry
run should also include loading your vehicle with
everything detailed in your plan, driving to your
actually safe space/shelter location. Take notes of
how long loading of vehicle and travel takes and
details on what doesn’t work as optimally as it should.

Then finally spend 7 minutes trying to find

Once you identify the kinks and miscues in your

weaknesses and/or holes in your bug out and/or

plan, be sure to learn why these failures occurred.

evacuation plans.

Then practice until you have ironed out all of the
wrinkles. If you are serious about survival, you
should make sure to run at least one test a month
to ensure your plan and your execution of plan
can meet the rigors of post disaster applications.
Once you have been successful a few times, make
the runs unannounced to add another level of
realism and confusion.
Even if it as seemingly trivial as going to a basement
bunker for a tornado drill or doing a basic home fire
evacuation, the plan needs to be tested numerous
tmes before you need to rely on it to save your life.
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CONCLUSION
The information and strategies in this guide can only be beneficial to your survival if you
take the time and energy to apply them.
The biggest hurdle in prepping is you. Once you take the first step the other planning
dominoes will begin to fall. Planning and prepping will become fun. The strategy will
be stimulating to you and your family, almost making it game like. Play the game as
frequently as possible to help the chances of survival if disaster ever does strike.
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